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Let F be a number field. Let L/F be a field extension of degree m and let Tr, F 
be the trace map. In this paper we ask for which quadratic forms Q over F with 
dim cp = mn does exist a form p over L with dim p = n such that cp is isometric to 
Tr,#,(p). We further show that for given ~2, II, I E N and quadratic forms cp,, . . . . cp, 
over F with dim cp, = mn there exist an extension L/F of degree m and p,, __,, p, over 
I, with dim p, =n such that Tr, .(p,) is isometric to cp, for i= 1, . . . . r. (” 1992 
Acadcmlc Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
Let F be a field with char F# 2. In this paper the notation (quadratic) 
form over F will always stand for a nondegenerate quadratic form defined 
over F (see [S, 11, e.g.). If two quadratic forms cp and $ over F are 
isometric resp. Witt equivalent we write cp E $ resp. cp = $. Although we 
mostly work with forms instead of Witt classes, we use as invariants for a 
form cp the Witt class invariants, the rank rk cp, the discriminant dis cp, the 
Witt invariant c(q), and for every ordering P of F the signature sgn, cp as 
defined in [S, 11, since it is more convenient for our purposes. Let X, 
denote the set of all orderings of F. For a E F* let H(a) denote the set of 
all P E XF for which a E P. 
If L is a finite, separable extension of F then Tr,-/, denotes the trace map 
and N,,, denotes the norm map. Let A.,,= NLIF(L*) F*2. For every 
P E X, let ELiF( P) denote the set of all Q E X,- for which Q n F= P. 
Furthermore, for UE L* we set (L,) = Tr,,,( (a)). A form cp over F with 
dim cp = [L : F] is called scaled trace form of L/F if there exists some 
a E L* such that cp r (L,). Note that if cp is a scaled trace form of L/F then 
dis VE,~,,, (see [K, l.l(ii)], e.g.). 
A number field will always denote a finite extension of Q. If F is a num- 
ber field then Rr denotes the integral closure of Z in F. If # is any finite 
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prime spot of F then F, denotes the completion and I’, denotes the corrc- 
sponding valuation. For a form (p over F wc set 40 = CO,, Furthermore. j 
will denote the local Witt invariant. In the follo&ng the notation “prim 
spot” will always refer to a finite prime spot of I;. We call a field r local 
number field if it is isomorphic to the completion at some prime spot of ;I 
number field. If P is an ordering of F then F, denotes the real closure 01 
F with respect to P. Note that all results we shall obtain are also valid for 
finite, separable extensions of X-( t ) resp. k( (t) ) where X- denotes a finite field 
with char k # 2, and the proofs given here can be transferred immediately. 
Let F be a number field and let L;‘F be an extension of degree m. In 
[L, W], Leep and Wadsworth determined the quadratic forms q over F for 
which there exists a form 11 over L such that y, is Witt equivalent to 
Tr,, ,;(p). Their results hold for a much larger class of fields and only little 
number theory was needed for the proofs. In this paper we want to 
examine the corresponding question for forms: For which quadratic forms 
cp over F with dim 43 = nzrr does exist a form p over L with dim /I = II such 
that Tr, ,:(p) 2 q‘? We shall see that in order to get results about this ques- 
tion we have to use number theoretical methods like Dirichlet’s density 
theorem, the product formula, and results from local class field theory as 
in [B, 21. We further show that for ~JJ, II, I’E N and forms cp,, . . . . qr over F 
with dim 43, = mt1 there exist an extension L.‘F of degree ~JJ and ~1,. . . . . I), 
over L with dim p, = II such that cp, 2 Tr, ,:([I~) for i= 1, . . . . r (see 
Theorem 6 ). 
In the first two sections we determine the scaled trace forms of a local 
number field extension and of a number field extension of odd degree. We 
begin by looking at the local case. Most of the required work has already 
been done in earlier paper. In Section 3 we use these results to prove: 
THEOREM 1. Let F he a number ,field und let L/F he an estension of’ odd 
degree tJ1. Let cp he CI form ooer F ,cith dim cp = tn. Then cp is a scaled trace 
form of L/F if and only if / sgn, cp I d # E,.,-(P) j’tir all orderings P E XF and 
cp( cp) = 1 for all nondl?adic prime spots /l ,for \thich there is onl~~ one prime 
spot of L lying above j. 
Using a well known characterization of scaled trace forms (see [C. P, III 
5.2; S, 2; W], e.g.) we can formulate Theorem 1 as follows: 
REFORMULATION. Let F be a number ,field. Let .f’( t ) E F[ t] he irreducible 
of odd degree m. Let cp = (cl,, . . . . d,) he u form ouer F and let 
DE Sym(m, F) denote the corresponding diagonal matrix. Then ,f(t) is the 
characteristic polynomial of a matrix BD with BE Sym(m, F) lf and only if 
lsgn,cpl d #j=eros sf f  in FpJ for ever)! P E X, and cr( cp ) = 1 for all 
nondvadic prime spots p for Mjhich ,f( t) remains irreducible in F,,. 
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In particular, we get the following result shown in [B, 1, Theorem 11. 
Our approach generalizes Bender’s proof and to prove Theorem 1 we will 
need Bender’s determination of the scaled trace forms of a local dyadic 
number field extension (see [B, 21). 
COROLLARY (Bender). Let F be a number field and let .f(t) E F[t] be an 
irreducible polynomial of odd degree m. Then f(t) is the characteristic 
polynomial of a symmetric matrix BE Sym(m, F) if and only> [ff( t) is totall)’ 
real; that is f splits into linear ,factors over ever.)’ real closure. 
Unfortunately, we have not been able to determine the scaled trace forms 
of a number field extension of even degree. See Proposition 2. In Section 4 
we apply Theorem 1 to generalize a theorem of W. Scharlau and W. C. 
Waterhouse (see [S, 2; W] ). They consider only one form instead of 
finitely many. 
THEOREM 2. Let F be a number ,jeld and let m, n E N. Let q,, . . . . cp,, be 
forms over F Mlith dim ‘pi = m for i = 1, .._, n. Then there e.Cst.s an extension 
L/F qf degree m and a,, . . . . a,, E L* such that ( L,,, ) z ‘pi for i = 1, . . . . n. 
Let L/F be a number field extension of degree m. In the last section we 
examine, more generally, for which quadratic forms cp over F with 
dim p =mn there exists a form p over L with dim p =n such that 
TrL,J p) z q. We shall prove: 
THEOREM 3. Let L/F be a number field extension qf odd degree m. Let 
cp be a form over F with dim cp = mn. 
(a) Let n = 2. There exist a,, a2 E L* such that TrLIF( (a,, a2)) g cp if 
andonly iflsgn,cpI <2#E,,,(P)f or all P E X,; and for all nondyadic prime 
spots / of F with c,(q) = -1 either dis cp $ F,*’ or there is more than one 
prime spot of L &ing above /z. 
(b) Let n 3 3. Then there exist a,, . . . . a,E L* such that 
TrLIF( (a,, . . . . a,,))~~cpifandonl~z~Isgn.~~1n#EE,I,(P)forallP~X,. 
The case m even remains open, but at least we shall be able to solve the 
above problem in some special cases (see Propositions 5,6, and 7) and 
further for finite local number field extensions and for extensions L/F, 
where L and F are finite extensions of the rational function field R(X), R 
real closed. See Theorems 4 and 5. Finally, we give a generalized version of 
Theorem 2. See Theorem 6. 
This paper was written during the author’s stay at the University of 
Saskatchewan in Saskatoon. The author takes the opportunity to thank 
W. Scharlau and M. Marshall for making this stay possible. The work is 
supported by the DFG (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft ). 
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2. THE SCALED TRACI FORMS OF A Loc.AI. NLMBER FIEI.I) Esrt~~n 
In this section we determine the scaled trace forms of a local number 
field extension. Recall that a Witt class over a local number field IS 
uniquely determined by (rk, dis, (‘1. The following four lemmas will give :L 
complete survey of the scaled trace forms of a local number field extension. 
LEMMA 1. Let F be u non&udic IOCYII number ,fi’eld und kr LIF be un 
estension sf odd degree m. Then a,form cp over F n’ith dim cp = ~1 is u swled 
truce form of’ L/F if and onl), if cp = (h ) = ( I ( h. I ) for some h E F*. 
Proqf: By [K, 1.1 (iv)], every q~ = (h) is a scaled trace form of L/F. 
The Witt invariant of a scaled trace form has to be 1 by [K, 2.5, 2.61. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let F be a locul number ,fkld and let L/F be an e.utension of’ 
even degree m. Let E denote the maximal multiquadratic extension of‘ F 
contained in L. Let cp be u ,ftirm over F with dim cp = m. Then 
(a) AL:,.= A,,,-. 
(b ) (0, 1, 1) is u scaled race ,ftirm qf’ L/F. 
(c) Ifdis (p$F *2thencpi.sa c s uled truce ,fkwm qf L/F if und on!,, if’ 
dis cp E A,,. 
Proof: (a) See [L, W, 3.21 I)]. (b) See, e.g., [K. l.l(iv)]. (c) If 
dis q E A,,, there exists some UE L* such that N,,,(u) =dis 43 dis(L) 
(mod F*“) by [K, 1.1(i)]. Then (L,) = (0, d, e) where e= f 1, d=dis cp. 
Now since dis cp 4 F*2 we have (0, d, -e)= (h)(O, d, e) for a suitable 
heF*. 1 
For a nondyadic local number field it remains to examine for which 
extensions of even degree L/F the Witt class (0, 1, - 1) is a scaled trace 
form of L/F. We denote representatives of the four square classes of 
F*/F*’ by 1, E, IC, UC where 7~ is a prime element and E is a non-square unit. 
LEMMA 3. Let F be u nondyudic local number ,fi’eld und let L/F be an 
extension of‘ even degree m. Let E denote the maximal multiquadratic 
subextension of L/F. Then (0, 1, - 1 ) is a scaled trace ,form of L/F {f and 
only tf E = F(&, A). 
Proqf: Let aE L*. Let T denote the inertia field of LJF and let S/T 
denote the maximal tamely ramified extension contained in L. If [L : T] is 
odd then by Lemma 1, (L,) = ( T,,) for a suitable a’ E T*. From [C, P, 
II 3.21 we conclude ( T,,) # (0, 1, - 1). Now assume s = [IS: T] is even. 
Then S= T(p), where /I=/& for a suitable unit UE T*. By Lemma 1, 
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Tr,,,( (a)) = (a’) for some U’E S *. If a’ = p or a’ = /kT (mod S**) then by 
[K, 1.71, Tr,,( (a’)) =0 and hence (L,) =O. If a’= 1 resp. u’ =sT 
(mod S**) then we get from [K, 1.71, Tr,,,((u’))= (~,snu) resp. 
Tr,,A(a’))= (s+)(l, rru). If [ T:P] is odd, we see that dis(L,) 4 F*“. 
If u=s,(mod T**) and [T:F] is even then by [C, P, II 3.21, dis(L,),= 
NT,,F(I-:r)dis(T)I;=s (mod F*‘). Thus, if [T:F] is odd or T(&) is not 
contained in L then (L,) # (0, 1, - 1). If [T: F] is even and u is a square 
in T then one sees immediately, using [C, P, II 3.21 and the above 
computations, that (0, 1, - 1) is a scaled trace form of L/F. 1 
LEMMA 4. (Bender). Let F he a dyudic number field and let L/F be an 
extension of degree m > 3. 
(i ) If m is odd, every form cp over F with dim cp = m is a scaled truce 
form of L/F. 
(ii) Assume F = Q2, m = 4, and there exists no quadratic extension 
E/F contained in L. Then a 4-dimensional form cp is a scaled trace form of 
L/F if and only if cp # (0, 1, - 1). 
(iii) Assume m is even and tf m = 4 and F= Q, then there exists a 
quadratic extension E/F contained in L. Then (0, 1, - 1) is a scaled trace 
form of LJF. 
Proof (i) See [IS, 2, Lemma 33. If L/F contains no quadratic sub- 
extension then ALIF= F*/F*’ by Lemma 2(a). Thus, (ii) and (iii) follow 
from Lemma 2 and [B, 2, Theorem 11. m 
For further applications we state finally: 
LEMMA 5. Let F be a local number field. If L/F is an extension of even 
degree then there exists some a E L* such that c( (L,)) = - 1. 
Proof: If A,,, contains a square class other than F*’ apply Lemma 
2(c). If F is nondyadic and l/1 L,FI = 1 then by Lemma 3, (0, 1, - 1) is a 
scaled trace form of L/F. If F is dyadic apply Lemma 4. 1 
3. THE SCALED TRACE FORMS OF A NUMBER FIELD EXTENSION 
In the following F will always denote a number field. We shall be able 
to determine the scaled trace forms of every odd degree extension. It seems 
to be fairly difficult to extend the results to extensions of even degree. Let 
L/F be a finite extension. We say that a prime spot p of F splits (over L) 
if there is more than one prime spot of L lying above fi. Note that for 
aEL* we have (JL)~Z O.~,,+,((L,L,),fi. 
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Proof: Let d= dis cp. Let us first assume there are two prime spots .d. 
2 lying above /z. Assume wlog that [L ,:F,,] is odd. Then by Lemma 5, 
since [L,:F,] is even, there exists some UE Lr such that ((L,),) = 
(0, h, - 1) for a suitable h E F*. By Lemma 2, (0, h. I ) is also a scaled trace 
form of L,/F,. Now, (rlh) = (1, clh, 1) is a scaled trace form of L @;iF). 
Using the approximation theorem we find CI. u’ E L* such that (L<,),, = 
(l,db, l)+(O,h, -1) and (L,,),=(l,db, l)+(O,h, 1). Since the two 
forms have different Witt invariants one of them must be isometric to ‘p,. 
If there are more than two prime ideals lying above p the proof is similar 
and is left to the reader. [ 
PROPOSITION 1. Let L/F be an extension of degree m and let cp he a f&l 
over F with dim cp = m. Let dE R, represent the square class dis cp. Let Q he 
a finite set of prime spots of F containing all prime spots which divide 2d or 
which are ram$ed in L/F. Furthermore, let .X he a subset oj‘ X,. Assumr 
that for all P ESZ there esists some a(fi) E L* satisjjing (L,,,,),( 2 ‘p/,. 
Then there exists some a E L* and a prime spot 9 4 Q of F such that 
(i) H(a) = .X. 
(ii) (L,),Scp, for every /iER. 
(iii) cr( (L,) ) = 1 and dls( L,) is a unit in F, (mod F,y2) ,for ever? 
fi$Q,j#2. 
Proof: Almost the same statement has been proved by Bender in [B, 1. 
Theorem 31 and a proof of the proposition is analogous to that of [B, 11: 
By the (strong) approximation theorem and hypothesis, we find some 
aE R, satisfying (i) and (ii). Then applying Dirichlet’s density theorem 
([Lg, VIII Corollary p. 166.), we may assume a to be a unit at every prime 
spot B of L, 9 n R, $ Sz except at one Q’ of L. Then the second residue 
class form of (L, ) f, is zero for all j # 2 := 9’ n R,, b # 52. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1. By [K, 1.1 (iii)] and Lemma 1, every scaled trace 
form of L/F satisfies the conditions stated in the theorem. Conversely, 
assume cp satisfies the conditions stated in Theorem 1. Let d E R, represent 
the square class dis cp. Let ~2 denote the set consisting of all prime spots p 
of F which divide 2d or which are ramified in L/F or for which cp( cp) = - 1. 
Let 2 be a subset of X, such that #SF n E,,,(P) = $(sgn. cp + #ELIF(P)) 
for all P E X,. By Lemmas 4 and 6 we can apply Proposition 1. There exists 
some a E L* and a nondyadic prime spot 2 of F such that (L,), z ‘ph for 
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every /Z EC?, cfi( (I,,)) = 1 and dis(L,) is a unit in F, (mod FT2) for every 
finite prime spot #Z # Sz, ,k # 9 and further 
#E,,,(P)nWa)- #E,,,(P)nW-a)=sgn.cp 
for every ordering PE X,. Thus, sgn, cp = sgn.(L,) for all PE Xp. Let 
6 E R, represent the square class dis( L,) d. Then 6 E P for every P E X,, 
6 E FF2 for j E 52, and 6 is a unit in F, (mod FT’) for every fi 4 Q, p 4 9. 
This shows that the forms cp and (Lo6) have the same invariants since by 
Hilbert’s reciprocity theorem c,Jcp) = CJ (Lo&)). 1 
Remark 1. Let L/F be an extension of odd degree. Let cp be a scaled 
trace form of L/F. For every P E X, let s p := $( #E,,,(P) + sgn, cp) and let 
Q,, . . . . Qc, denote some extensions of P to L. Then the above proof shows 
that it is possible to find some a EL* with H(a) n ELIF(P) = {Q,, . . . . Q,y,>> 
for every P E X, such that (L, ) r cp. 
Remark 2. (a) Let L/F be an extension of odd degree m. Theorem 1 
implies that ‘a form cp over F with dim cp = m is a scaled trace form of L/F 
if and only if ‘p/, is a matrix from L 0 F, to Fj (see [B, 11) for every (real 
or finite) prime spot p of F. Such a local-global principle cannot hold for 
extensions of even degree. Leep and Wadsworth have mentioned in [L, W, 
4.61 that, in general, ALI does not contain {CE F* (CE ALpi,:! for all 9 of 
L, il; of F, Ypl /I. Moreover, a result similar to Lemma 6 is not valid for 
extensions L/F of even degree. For instance, if there are exactly two prime 
spots Y,, 9’z lying above some nondyadic prime spot #Z such that 
[L,::F,]~1(2)fori=l,2then(L,),#(O,1,-l)foralla~L*. 
(b) By [K, IS], the scaled trace forms of a quadratic extension L/F 
are (l,-1)and (a,h)wherea,bEF*, -ab$F*2,and -ahEALII;. 
From Lemma 5 and Proposition 1 we conclude: 
PROPOSITION 2. Let LIP be an extension qf even degree m. Let cp be a 
form over F such that Isgn, cp( $ #E,,,(P) for all P E X,. Then there exists 
some a E L* such that sgn,( L,) = sgn, q for all P E X, and c( (L,)) = 
c(rph 
Note that it is also possible to determine the scaled trace forms of an 
extension L/F where F is a finite extension of the rational function field 
R(X), R real closed. See [K, 3.61. 
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4. SYSTEMS OF SCALED TRACE FORMS 
As an application of Theorem I we now want to prove Theorem 2 
PROPOSITION 3. Let m, tt E N, m odd. Ler cp, . . . . . (p,, he ~fimt.s owr F lr.ith 
dim cp, = m jar i = I. . . . . n. Then there e.uisf.r utt esfensiott L/F of‘ degree m 
such thur there are u, , . . . . cl,, E L* brtith (L,, ) 2 cp, .f‘or i = 1. . . . . n. Moreorer. 
w’e mav assume EI,iF( P) c H( a, ) jor all P E Xp,for nthich 1 sgn p cp, 1 < sgn ,, q, 
for i 3 2. 
Prooj: Let A denote the set of P E X, for which Isgn, (piI < sgn, ‘p, 
for i 2 2. Choose a polynomial f(t) = t” + h,,- , t”’ ’ + . h, E F[t] with 
integral coefficients, which has m distinct roots in some algebraic closure, 
such that the number of zeros off’in F, equals sgn, q, if PEA and equals 
M if P$ A. Surely, it is possible to choose/“(t) as a product of polynomials 
of degree 1 or 2 by the approximation theorem. Let Q be the set consisting 
of all finite, nondyadic prime spots a; of F for which ci’( cp,) = - 1 for some 
i= 1, . . . . n. Furthermore, let 9 4 52 be another finite prime spot of F. Using 
the approximation theorem we replace the coefficients b, off by h,c, where 
ci~ F are sufficiently close to 1 for all PE X, such that the number of zeros 
in F, does not change and further 
h,C,EfG for ~EQU 
hoc,, E b for pEQ, 
hoc,,E~-.y2 
;,n2-23i3 1, 
Then, the polynomialfwe get is irreducible since it is an Eisenstein polyno- 
mial at 9. Set L := F[t]/‘(t). Then every b E 52 splits in L, since y(t) = 
t”-‘(t-l)(mod,p’r)forfiEQ,and #E,,(P)=sgn,cp,forPEA.Thusby 
Theorem 1, the forms ‘pi are scaled trace forms for L/F. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let m = 2’~. We proceed by induction on r. Let 
r 2 1. Let ‘pi= cp; I cp,!’ where dim cp; = dim 9,“= 2’- ‘w. Applying the 
induction hypothesis we find an extension L/F of degree 2’ ‘IV such that 
there exist ai, bje L* with (L,) z cp: and (Lb,) z cp,!’ for i= 1, ,.., n. By 
[K, Theorem 4.21, there exists a quadratic extension M/L such that 
-a,bl~ AMIL for i= 1, . . . . n. Hence by [K, 1.51, there exist C;E M* such 
that TrMIL((c,))z (a,, b,); that is Trn,,lF((c,))?cp, for i= 1, . . . . n. 1 
Remark 3. Theorem 2 generalizes a theorem of Scharlau and 
Waterhouse (see [S, 2; W]). The above proof does not use Hilbert’s 
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irreducibility theorem, which was an essential tool in [S, 2; W]. In order to 
show that every positive form over a number field F is Witt equivalent to 
a trace form of some L/F (see [S, 21) one could use Proposition 3 and 
[K, S, Theorem 2, Corollary 41. Note that Theorem 2 of [K, S] can be 
proved for number fields without Hilbert’s irreducibility theorem. See 
CK, S; E, H, PI. 
5. THE TRANSFER OF QUADRATIC FORMS 
Let L/F be a number field extension of degree M. It is well known that 
if m is odd, for every Witt class cp over F there exists a Witt class $ over 
L such that Tr,/J$) = cp. If n is even, the question which Witt classes over 
F are in the image of the transfer map has been answered by Leep and 
Wadsworth. See [L, W, Theorem 1.131. But apparently there are no results 
known about the corresponding question for forms (except [A, Satz 2.41): 
For which forms q over F with dim cp = nm does exist a form II/ over L with 
dim @ = n such that Tr,jr-(q) z cp? Note that if Tr,,,.($) z cp then dis cp = 
N,,,(dis $) if dim I,+ E O(2) and dis cp = dis Tr,,p-( (1 )) NLlp(dis $) if 
dim $ z l(2). In particular, dis cp E A,!,. In [A, Satz 2.4(2)], Arason 
answered the question for a quadratic extension of an arbitrary field F with 
char F# 2. Next, we want to prove Theorem 3 which together with 
Theorem 1 answers the question for number field extensions of odd degree. 
Let W(F) denote the Wittring of F and let I(F) be the augmentation ideal. 
We shall need furthermore: 
PROPOSITION 4. Let Fc L be tulo number fields. Let a EL* - L*“. Then 
there exist infinitely many prime spots #Z of L such that a $ L f ’ and fi n R, 
splits (complete1.y) in L. 
Proof By the global square theorem there exist infinitely many prime 
spots fi of L such that a# L, . *2 Choose a nondyadic 2 with a 4 Lz’. By the 
(strong) approximation theorem there exists some b E RL such that b E P 
for all P E X,, b z 1(4/) for all dyadic prime spots b of L, (a, b), = - 1, 
and b z l(j) for all nondyadic fi # 2 which are ramified in L/Q or for 
which u,(a) G l(2). Let $2 denote the set consisting of all prime spots fi of 
L which are dyadic or ramified in L/Q or for which u,(a) = l(2) or b = 3. 
Define the cycle C=nfiER b(4) npEX, P (see [Lg, VI]). Let PC denote 
the set of all SE L with s = 1 (mod C). Let MI(~) denote the maximal 
number w  such that 9” divides (b). The ideal (b)/9!“““’ is relatively prime 
to C. By Dirichlet’s density theorem [Lg, VIII, Corollary p. 1661) there 
exist infinitely many prime ideals 8 of L such that (bs) = 39”“‘) for some 
s E PC7 and furthermore deg 9 = [L jp : Q,] = 1 for (q) = Z n 8. Since 9 is 
unramilied in L/Q, q splits completely in L; that is there are [L : O] prime 
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spots in L lying above q. Thus, .& n R,.. splits completely in L. By construc- 
tion, we have (u, hs ),, = 1 for all r~ # 4. ./A and (a. hs ), = -I. Hence. by 
Hilbert’s reciprocity theorem (u, hs) Ip = - 1 and therefore u $ Ls2. 1 
Let L/F be a finite extension and let cp E I’(F) be a torsion form. Then 
by a result of Leep and Wadsworth (see [K, 1.2])], there exists a torsion 
form p EZ’(L) such that Tr, ,(p) = cp. This also easily follows from 
Milnor’s result [S, 1, 6.4.41: The torsion form cp is Witt equivalent to a 
quaternion form ( 1, a, h, ah). For every prime spot if satisfying 
c,(q) = -1 choose one prime spot ,c’ of L lying above //. Then there exists 
a quaternion form p over L which has nontrivial Witt invariant exactly at 
all the prime spots b’ and hence is a torsion form. Then by [S, 1, 6.4.41. 
cp = Tr,,,(p 1. 
LEMMA 7. Let L/F be a ,finite extensiorl and let 40 E I(F) be u torsion 
form. Then there exists a torsion form p E I( L ) such that Tr ,. J p ) = cp if und 
only if there exists a sum ef squares aE L* such that N,,(a) = dis cp 
(mod F*2). 
Proof: If Tr,,,(p) = cp for a torsion form p E Z(L) then dis p is a sum of 
squares and N,,,(dis p) = dis cp (mod F*‘). If there exists a sum of squares 
aE L* such that N,/,(a) = dis cp then $ := cp - Tr,F( (I, -a)) is a torsion 
form in Z’(F). As mentioned above, there exists a torsion form p E I’( I,) 
with Tr,,,(p)= +; that is Tr,.,(p+ (1, -u))=cp. [ 
COROLLARY. Let L/F be cm e.utension of’ odd degree. Thell for euerj’ 
torsion form cp E I(F) there e.uists u torsion ,fi)rm p E I(L) SUCII thut 
Tr,,Ap I= cp. 
Proof: If q is a torsion form over F then dis cp is a sum of squares and 
N,,,(dis cp) = dis cp (mod F*‘). 1 
Remark 4. A quadratic form over F of dimension n can be uniquely 
defined as follows. Let n be even. For every P E A’,- choose some even 
spe 7, lsPl <n, choose dE F* such that dE -P if and only if s,, c 2(4) for 
PEX~ and an odd (even) number of prime spots jI, . . . . jr if the number 
of PE X, satisfying sP = 4,6(8) is odd (even). If n is odd choose for every 
PEX~ some odd s,E.Z, Is,ldn, choose dEF* such that dc -P if and 
only if sP - 1 E 2(4) for P E X, and an odd (even) number of prime spots 
b , , . . . . jr if the number of P E X, satisfying sP = 3, 5(8) is odd (even). Then 
there exists one and only one form cp over F with dim cp = n, sgn, cp = sP 
for P E X,, dis cp = d, and c,(q) = - 1 if and only if p E (I,, . . . . jr ). 
Proof of Theorem 3. The conditions for the signature values of cp in (a) 
and (b) are necessary by [S, 1, 3.4.5-J. Assume TrL,F( (a,, a?))~’ for 
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a,, a, EL*. Assume + is a nondyadic prime spot of F which does not split 
in L and dis cp E FT2. Then by Lemma 1, c,(q)= (dis(L,,), dis(L,,)), = 1, 
since dis(L,>) = -dis cp dis(L,,). 
Now assume cp satisfies the conditions of (a). Let do F* represent the 
square class dis cpF . *’ Let Q denote the set of all nondyadic prime spots j 
of F which do not split in L and for which furthermore c,(q) = -1 and 
d$ F/T! We now define two forms cp,, cp2 over F of dimension m. 
Set sgn,q,=$sgn,cp if sgn,cp=2(4) and sgn,cp,=isgn,cp-1 if 
sgn, cp = O(4). Set sgn, (p? = sgn,cp - sgn,cp,. Note that Isgn, qpi( < 
#E,,,(P) for every PE X,, i= 1, 2, since if sgn, cp = O(4) then Isgn, cpI < 
2 # ELII,( Choose a nondyadic prime spot 9 which splits in L such that 
cl(q)= 1. If d$ F*’ h c oose 3 such that furthermore d$ F,*2. This is 
possible by Proposition 4, since if d# F*2 then also d+! L*“. Set c’,,(cp,) = 
cfi(cp2)=l if ~#~!,c~(cp)=l or ~ESZ. If p$sZ and c,(q)= -1 set 
c,(rp,)= - 1 and cfi(cp2)= 1. Furthermore, for i= 1, 2 set cr(qi)= l( -1) 
if #{b, PIfi#2!,c,(cp,)= -1, P~X,,c,(cp~)= -1) is even (odd). 
Using the strong approximation theorem and Dirichlet’s density theorem 
as above we find some a E R, such that a E -P if and only if sgn, cp, - 1 = 
2(4) for P E X,, a E 1(4/z) for all dyadic prime spots, a = 1 (p) for all non- 
dyadic ;t # 9 satisfying u,(d) = l(2), (a, d), = -1 for b E 52, further 
(a, d),= 1(,--l) if #Y :=4u {PeXJde -P, UE -P} is even (odd) and 
a is a unit at all other prime spots except at one 8J. Note that if #5? is odd 
then d$ F*2. By Hilbert’s reciprocity theorem, (a, d), = 1. Set dis ‘p, = a 
and dis (p2 = -ad. By Remark 4, ‘p, is well defined. In order to show that 
(pz is well defined we have to check adE P iff sgn, cp - sgn, ‘pi - 1 = 2(4) 
for every P E X,. If d E P then sgn, cp z O(4) and - adE P if and only if 
sgn,cp, = 3(4). If -de P then sgn, cp = 2(4) and -ade P if and only if 
sgn, cpi = l(4). Hence, also vr is well defined. By construction and 
Theorem 1, both forms are scaled trace forms of L/F. Thus there are 
a,,a,EL* such that TrLIF((a,, a,))= (p, + (p2. It remains to show 
cp z ‘p, + (p2. For this, we have to check c(cp, + cpz)= c(cp,) c(cp,)(a, d),= 
c(q). This holds locally for all / # 3 and hence it holds globally. 
Proof of(b). Let cp be a form over F with dim cp = mn, n 2 3, lsgn, cp/ < 
il# ELiF(P) for P E X,. Then there exists some p E W(F) with rk p s n(2), 
(sgnop( dn for all QEX~, and CsE ELjFCP, sgne p = sgn, cp for all P E X,. 
Thus by the corollary above and [S, 1, 3.4.51, there exists a torsion form 
$ E Z(L) such that TrLIF($) = Tr,,,(p) - cp. Let r be a form of dimension n 
representing the Witt class p - II/. Then TrLIF(r) z cp. 1 
Unfortunately, the arguments used in the proof of (b) do not work in the 
case n d 2. But they can also be used in the case of an extension of even 
degree and n 2 3: 
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(b) Assume the equivalent conditions in (a) hold for L/F. Then ,f& 
every ,form I/I over F with dim $ = mn, n 3 3, there exists a form p over L 
with dim p = n and Tr,/,..(p) 2 $ (fund only [f dis tj E /iLip and jsgn, $1 < 
n#ELfp(P).for PEX,... 
Proof: (a) is only a reformulation of Lemma 7 for even m. To prove (b) 
use the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3(b). m 
PROPOSITION 6 (Arason). Let L = F($)/F he a quadratic extension. Let 
cp be a form over F with dim cp = 2n. Then the ,following statements are 
equivalent : 
(i) There exists a form p over L with dim p = n such that 
Trdp) z cp. 
(ii) ~(1, -d)=O. 
(iii) dis cp E A.,, and / sgn P q 1 < n # E,,,(P) for all P E X,. 
Proof: [A, Satz 2.4(2)]. 1 
PROPOSITION 7. Let L/F he a ,finite extension. 
(a) Suppose every P E X, has at most two extensions to L. Then L/F 
satisfies the equivaient conditions of Proposition 5(a ). 
(b) Suppose L/F is a Galois extension. Then for every sum of squares 
t E F * for which there exists some a E L* with NLi,(a) = t there exists a sum 
of squares a’ E L* with NLiF(a’) = t. 
Proof: (a) Let t E F* be a sum of squares such that there exists some 
aeL*,zEF* with NLIF(u)= tz’. If Qn F= Pn F for Q, PE X, then 
aEQ, P or -aeQ, P, since dis(L,)=disTr,,,((l)) t (modF**) (apply 
[S, 1, 3.4.5 3). Let Z denote the set of all PE X, satisfying 
E,,,(P)~I H(a)= 0. Then there exists some be F* with H(-6)=X. 
Then ah is a sum of squares in L and N,,,(ab) = brL’F3zZt. 
(b) Let G be the Galois group of L/F. Assume t is a sum of squares 
in F such that there exists some a E L* with N,,,(a) = t. We claim that we 
may assume wlog that for all PE XF either aE Q for all QeELIF(P) or 
a E -Q for exactly one Q E ELIF(P). Suppose there are Q, Q’ E ELIF(P) with 
UE -Q, -Q’, Q # Q’ for PE X,. There exists some (TE G such that 
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Q’=g(Q). Choose some beL* such that bE -Q and bER for all REX~, 
R # Q. Then a(b) E -Q’ and a(b) E R for all R # Q’. We have 
N,,,(abo(b-‘)) = t. Thus continuing this procedure proves the claim. 
Assume now that for P E X, we have a E -Q E E,,(P) and a E Q’ for all 
Q’ E ELIF(P), Q’ # Q. Then for every r~ E G we have ~(a) E -a(Q) and 
a(a) E Q’ for Q’ # g(Q), Q’ E ELIF(P). Then we have n, + I a(a) E Q and 
hence t = N .,,(a) E - Q n F= -P which is a contradiction. 1 
Thanks are due to A. Wadsworth for his help by proving (b). Next, we 
want to answer the above question for extensions L/F where F and L are 
local number fields or finite extensions of the rational function field R(X), 
R real closed, by applying the results on scaled trace forms. 
THEOREM 4. Let F be a local number field. Let L/F be an extension of 
degree m and let cp be a form over F with dim cp = mn, n 3 2. 
(a) Let m be odd and n = 2. Then there exists a form p over L with 
dim p = n and TrLIF(p) z cp unless F is nondyadic and cp = (0, 1, - 1). 
(b) Let m be even or n > 3. Then there exists a form p over L with 
dim p = n and Tr,,,,(p) g rp if and only if dis cp E ALIF. 
ProoJ: Let m be even and cp = (0, 6, e) where e= +l, bEALIF. By [K, 
l.l(iv)], there exists some a E L* such that (La) =O. If b $ F*2 or 
rp = (0, 1, 1) then by Lemma 2 there exists some a’ EL* such that (L,,) = 
(O,b,e). Then TrLIF((a’)+(n-l)(a))gq. Let cp=(O, 1, -1). By 
Lemma 5, there exists some a’ EL* such that (L,,) = (0, c, - 1) for some 
CE F*. By Lemma 2, there exists some a” EL* such that (L,,)) = (0, c, 1). 
Then TrLIF( (a’, u”) + (n - 2)(a)) g cp. If m is odd the proof is similar and 
left to the reader. Use Lemma 1 if m = 2 and F is nondyadic. 1 
THEOREM 5. Let F be a field with char F# 2 such that for every finite 
extension K/F, I”(K) is torsion free and K satisfies SAP if K is formally real. 
Let L/F be a separable extension of degree m. Let cp be a form over F with 
dim cp = nm. Then there exists a form p over L with dim p = n and 
TrLiF(p)rcp if and only if Isgn,cpl dn#E,,,(P) for all PE Xp. 
Proof: The condition for the signature values of cp is necessary by 
[S, 1, 3.4.51. Let cp be a form over F with dim cp = nm such that lsgnp cpI < 
n#E,,,(P) for all P E X,. Since F satisfies the property (ED) by [P, W, 
Theorem 21, there exist forms ‘pi over F with dim ‘pi= m and lsgn, ‘piI < 
# EL,IF(P) for all P E XF such that cp g cpi + ... + (Pi. By [K, 3.61 there 
exist aiE L* such that TrLIF( (a,)) z (pi. Thus Tr,,,( (a,, . . . . a,)) g cp. 1 
Note that if F is a finite extension of R(X), R real closed, then F satisfies 
the above conditions. If L/F is not separable, replace TrLIF by some linear 
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form s # 0. Then the corresponding result holds for L/F as well. Finally, we 
want to mention that Theorem 2 can be generalized as follows: 
THEOREM 6. Let F hr u nmht~r,fi’c4l (II’ tr,/hitc r.\-tmrion o/‘R( *Y), R rr~l 
closed, and let m, n, r c N. Let cp, , . . . . cp, h j0rm.s over F M?~/z dim q, = IHI~ 
for i= 1, . . . . r. Then there e.Cst an estension L,‘F of- degree m und ,fi,rttt.c 
p,, . . . . pr over L ,lith dim pi = n such that Tr, F(p,) 2 q, ,fktr i = 1. . . . . r. 
Proof: Let F be a number field. Let m = 2’1. We proceed by induction 
on s. If s = 0, use Theorem 3 and the arguments pointed out in the proof 
of Proposition 3. Let s 3 I. By induction hypothesis, there exist an 
extension M/F of degree 2” ‘I and $, over A4 with dim $, = 2n and 
TrLIP($,) % 9, for i = 1, . . . . r. By [K, 4.21, there exists a sum of squares 
deM*-M*’ such that dis$,EAL,nr for L=M(&), i= 1, . . . . r. Then by 
Proposition 6, there exist p, over L with dim p, =n such that 
Tr,,,(p,)?$,; that is Tr, .,,.. (p,)?cp, for i= 1, . . . . r. 
If F is a finite extension of R(X), R real closed, choose some extension 
L/F of degree m such that #E,..,:(P) = m for all P E X,. Such an extension 
exists, since F is hilbertian (see [K, S, proof of Corollary 21). Then apply 
Theorem 5. 1 
REMARK 5. I f  the cp, , . . . . qn, in Theorem 6 are torsion,forms, then M‘P mu?, 
assume p,, . . . . pr to he torsion forms over L. Moreover, if n is even we ma>- 
assunle that L is riot,~ormallv real. 
Prooj: The above proof can easily be modified to prove these 
statements. Details are left to the reader. 1 
IA1 
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